In a recent paper Katehakis and Chen propose a sequence of linear programs for the computation of the Gittins indices. If there are N' projects and project c has K^ states, then 5)*-1 K,. linear prc^rams have to be solved.
1. Introduction. In a recent paper Katehakis and Chen (1984) propose a sequence of linear programs for the computation of the Gittins indices. In this note we show a computationally more favorable approach by using parametric linear programming. Wherever possible, Katehakis and Chen's notation is followed.
Consider the following version of the multi-armed bandit problem. There are N projects and project t; is at each instant of time in one of the states of the set •Sp == {1,2,.. ., A;^). After observing the states of each project, one project must be selected to work on. If project v is selected at time t and the state of the project is state i, then a reward R^ii) is earned and p^ij\i) denotes the probability that the state of project V is state y at the next instant of time (the states of the unselected projects are unchanged). The problem is to find a rule for selecting the project such that the expected total a-discounted rewards for a discoimt factor a E [0,1) is maximized. Gittins and his co-workers have shown the existence of numbers M^ii), 1 < / < K^, \ < V < N, such that if at time point / project o is in state x^it), I < v < N, an optimal rule is to select project t;*, where
Gittins' original work is difficult to follow. Fortunately, Whittie (1980) has simplified the proofs and has introduced the name Gittins index for the number M^ii). In the recent books of Whittle (1982) and Ross (1983) a complete chapter is devoted to this subject.
The computation of the Gittins indices is based on the following observations. Consider for a fixed project c the following optimal stopping problem: after observing the state / of the project v the decision maker must decide whether to work on this project (this gives reward R^ii) and transition probabilities/>"(/! i)), or to stop (then a terminal reward M is earned). Let <^^(i, M) be the maximal expected total a-discounted rewards for initial state /. Since this problem is a transient dynamic programming problem the next lemma follows from Hordyk and Kallenberg (1984) . PROOF. U, = M for every / E 5^ is a feasible solution of (2). Hence, by Lemma l(b),
M > 4t^ii,M)
for every v and /.
On the other hand. Lemma l(c) implies that <j>^ii,M) > M for every v and /.
Combining (3) and (4) completes the proof.
• The proof of the next lemma can be found in Ross (1983, p. 132) .
LEMMA 2. (a) For fixed i and v, 4>^ii,M) is nondecreasing and convex in M.
(b) M^it) = min(A/14>^(/,M)=M).
2. linear prog^-amming. The main result of Katehakis and Chen (1986) is the following theorem. (5) have to be solved. Given that (5) is solved to obtain Af^(/,), then to compute M^^il^f only two constraints of (5) have to be replaced. Thus, as Katehakis and Chen (1986) propose, one can construct a sequential procedure to obtain all indices M^ii), \ < i < K^. However, the number of pivot steps will highly depend on the chosen permutation /i,/2,. . ., /^ of the numbers \,2, .. ., K^. A natural way to obtain an optimal sequence (i.e. a sequence with a minimum number of pivot iterations) is to use parametric linear programming. We will show this concept in the sequel.
Let A/fl = (1 -a)~'/{. Then, by Corollary 1, an optimal solution u* of (2) 
From Lemma 2 it follows that, after the solution of the parametric linear program, the Gittins indices A/^(;), 1 < / < K^, are obtained by the following procedure:
Stepl. I= [l,2,.. 
